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ABSTRACT 

Theexistirg Jcsign of flexible utility connections used in naval 
installations incorporates a flexible bronze hose hanging freely within a 
corrugated metal tube so that it can move without being highly stressed at 
the soil-structure interface. A study was made of this design and of possible 
modifications *o it. Theoretical predictions were formulated for flcxibil.ty 
and dynamic s.rcngth; the theories were tested and partially verified experi 
mentally in Ihfl laboratory. The flexibility of a hose was related to the 
manufacture*"* specified minimum allowable bend radius. The dynamic 
strength wos expressed in terms of pe3k acceleration and hose weight jrid 
length in a semiempirical relationship suitable for use in design. It is 
recommended that the results of the present study be incorporated in an 
appropriate design manual, subject to verification by full-scale field tests, 
and that a sumrrury be compiled of means to predict the relative displace- 
ments between a buried structure and the surrounding soil. 

Ud. docufnenf has been approval for public release and »ale. its distribution h unlimited. 

'        Copies available at ft*» Clearinghouse for TtxJcal Sc*mti«ic & Technical 
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INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the Problem 

Buried structures subjected to blast loading must be serviced by 
utilities continually during and after the blast loading. Each connection 
between a structure and a utility line roust withstand whatever portion of 
the load is transmitted to it via structure, utility line, soil grains, and soil 
pore fluid, and mus; dlso accommodcie the rapid displacement of the struc- 
ture relative to the utility line. Thus, a connection, to be Sdtisfactory. must 
be sufficiently flexible to accommodate a specified deflection and sufficiently 
strong to endure the inertial loads resisting from the rapidity of «he deflection 
and the lo::ds transmitted from the blast. The purpose of this study is to 
develop a connection design which satisfies these requirements and to 
establish reliable desiqn criteria 

For purposes of this sh'.y. the displacement of a buried structure 
relative to a buried utility lin' ,s assumed to be the same as that of the struc- 
ture relative to the frca-fiek soil. On this basis, a connection can be designed 
by using available dita on  ne behavior of buried structures. The design of the 
utility line is not treatea in this study. 

Background 

A summary of the state of the art, as of December 1962. of the design 
of hardened structures is contained in Reference 1.  Included is information 
on load transmission through soil and ground motion as functions of weapon 
yield, distance from ground zero, and soil properties.  Information about dis- 
placements of footing-supported buried structures relative to free-field soil 
is sparse, due principally to the absence of definitive date* on soil-structure 
interaction. 

A symposium on soil-structure interaction2 served to bring together 
the result? of many recent and current research efforts in this field. However, 
these results were too general to furnish relative displacement information 
directly applicable in design. 

- 
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In a report of prelit >:nary NCEL work on the subject,3 H. Tomita 
outlined research required to develop a .eliable design of flexible utility 
connections. This work included studies of thrj type of connection design 
and the magnitude of relative displacement. 

A report4 of work done on contract for NCEL in 1965 updated the 
state of the art specifically related to attachments and connections for buried 
structures. This report outlines methods for calculating blast-induced ground 
motion and relative displacement between very stiff prismatic buried struc- 
tures and the relatively compliant surrounding soil.  It reaffirms the lack of 
precise data on relative displacements between footing-supported buried 
structures and free-field soil. 

Further research into soil-structure interaction and the dynamic 
behavior of buried footings by NCEL and other agencies has given designers 
some ability to predict such relative displacements. Tests of dynamical y 
loaded strip footings5*6 have indicated the nature of the load-deflection 
relationship of a footing buried in granular soil.  For increasing load, tr is 
relationship may be approximated by an elasto-plastic idealization, wherein 
a very large deflection (catastrophic failure) is caused by exceeding a jritical 
load, while smaller, more readily predictable deflections occur under loads 
significantly smaller than the critical load. Results of tests of buried model 
arch structures with footings7- 8 give insight into the structural and footing 
behavior of this type of structure.  Experiments in soil arching arcund buried 
model structures9 12 show reductions in structure load that may be expected 
to occur simultaneously with relative deflections. These data inc icate that 
steady-state maximum arching conditions may be established veil within the 
subcritical footing displacement range. 

An analytical method was developed at NCEL13 to predict blast-induced 
body motions of buried structures with footings. This method gave very good 
predictions of the displacement and velocity histories of a standard metal arch 
Navy personnel shelter under TNT blast loading at Operation Plumbbob. The 
predicted peal: relative displacement between structure and soil field was 
about 3 inches. The loading conditions at close range in this instance were 
approximately equivalent to nuclear blast loading at a somewhat greater range 
This peak relative displacement is considered representative of values which 
might be expected at many field installations of this type. 

The existing design of flexible utility connections in use by the Naval 
Facilities Engineering Command (NFEC)14 is shown in Figure 1. This design 
incorporates a flexible metal hose (of It* type described in Federal Specifi- 
cation RR-H-Golb) that is enclosed in a protective corrugated metal tube. The 
hosti contains fluid under pressure, as furnished by the utility line, and must 
accommodate any (dative displacement between the line and the structure 



wall or footing side. The protective tube provides an air space within which 
the hose moves. The air space is required lo distribute the relative displace- 
ment evenly along the length of the deflected hose. The protective tube 
must be strong enough to maintain its volume of enclosed air space under 
soil-transmitted stresses resulting from blast loading. Detailsand intended 
use of the design are contained in Reference 14. 

^k 
i—T 2 in 

— cent« line 

4 in. 

Scale:   1?in. -  1 in. 

NOTES: 

1. Shelter bulkhead 
2. Tervinctwlianv.cw by 36-inch-»ong corrugated mewl pipe «CMP». 18 gage. 

3. Slack flexible metallic hose 24 inches long. 
4. Ten-gage plate. 14 inches square, welded all around to shelter bulkhead. 
5. Butt CMP against plate   Do not weld. 
G. Pit» brazed all around to plate. 
7. Ten-gage plate. 14 inches square—butt against CMP. Do not weld. 
8. Pipes and hose either 1 inch or 1-1/2 inches inside diameter. 

Figure 1.  Existing NFEC design of flexible utility connections 

(from Reference 14). 

Alternative designs have been proposed.3, 4 These include configura- 
tions incorporating buch diverse concepts as encapsulation with a collapsible 
material, si ding joints, and bendable knuckles. These various conceptual 
designs offer varying degrees and magnitudes of freedom of motion. The 
resulting limited extent of applicability of each detracts from its feasibility 
as a standard connection design. 
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Approach 

The decision was made to eliminate from the scope of the work the 
conceptual designs whicH. were untried and for which the. * wc?re no working 
counterparts in the field. Thus, this work includes only the existing NFEC 

in of a flexible utility connection, along with reasonable modifications 
of it, including versions incorporating alternative hose types, materials of 
construction, design dimensions, detailing, and installation positioning. 

Flexible hose specimens were fabricated in lengths determined 
theoretically to give a desired deflection capability. The specimens were 
tested in the laboratory both statically and dynamically to determi. 
validity of the assumptions upon which their dimensions were based and 
to evaluate the stresses of flexural and inertial origin which might t 
failure. The ultimate objective of these tests was to develop flexibility and 
dynamic strength design criteria. At the same time, working with specimens 
of various types enabled the project engineer to gain knowledge of their field 
behavior and thus to make useful recommendations ronceining installation 
procedures and precautions. 

As previously mentioned, information on relative displacement 
between a buried structure and the surrounding soil is indefinite quantita- 
tively. Based upon available data, co iservtjtively high estimates were made 
of maximum expected 'dative displacements in both directions along each 
of three lines of action (vertical, horizontally tangential to the side of the 
footing, and normal to the side of the footing). A downward footing dis- 
placement of A inches relative to the free-field soil, an upward relative 
footing displacement of 2 inches, and a horizontal displacement of 2 inches 
in all directions were adopted as a basis for the desiyn and evaluation of the 
connections studied and reported herein.  In actual experiments, these values 
were varied according to the length of the available experimental specimens 
Rotations were not studied, due to the small amounts of rotation of connec- 
tion ends anticipated in actual installations. 

Experimental specimen length was determined theoretically, based 
on the manufacturer's specified minimum allowable bend radius. No design 
calculations were made involving hose stiffness or reaction forces and 
moments on end fittings caused by static deflections. 

In addition, the theory was developed to predict the diameter of a 
protective metal tube enclosure required to provide sufficient deflection 
space to preclude dam.-jgc to the hose. This geometrical aspect of design 
was nor tested experimentally. 

r-J 



FLEXIBILITY OF CONNECTION HOSES 

Two theories of hose deflection were developed to predict the hose 
dimensions required to achieve a specified deflection capability. Computer 
programs were written to tabulate dimensions to enable the design of test 
specimens. 

A series of static tests was Subsequently conducted to determire 

1. Bent shape of hose—to ascertain tne better of the two b^sic 
assumptions used in the two respective theoretical calcjlation 
techniques 

2. Amount of permanent bending incurred by hose at va< IUUS 

portions of the design defection 

3. End forces and moments required to sustain various portions 
of the design deflection 

4. As a result of the above, the degree to which a developed 
theory could saiisfactorly specify design dimensions for the 
hose 

Theory 

Figure 2 shows a connection design deflected acceding to the 
displacement specifications mentioned previously (the displacement 
parameter. 5 in the figure, equals 2 inches). The version shown is similar 
to that of Figure 1, but differs in the tixity of the corrugated metal tube, 
the installed position of the hose, and the dimensions of all parts. The 
location of the top of the corrugated pipe enclosure is determined by the 
uppermost displacement of the end fitting, while the location of the bottom 
is determined by the bottom of the lower arc of the hose in the compr- 
position. The corrugated enclosure is not attached to the structure or the 
incoming utility line, it can be compressed by or removed from the footing 
during relative displacements between the footing and the free-field soil in 
the direction of the hose's longitudinal axis. 

An attempt was made to utilize the manufacturer's specified minimum 
allowable Lend radius, r. of each hose in determining the length of hose needed 
to achieve required relative displacements between the two ends. Computer 
programs were written to calculate and print tables giving the required free 
length of hose (not »estrained by end fittings) as a function of the spe< 
displacement capability and r. One program (Appendix A) based calculations 
on the assumption that r was achieved along the entire length of hose, resulting 

• 
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in a shape consisting of a series of circular arcs connected end to end. This 
shape would occur in a hose that locks at a radius of curvature equal to r 
and bends no farther until much larger moments are applied. The second 
program (Appendix B) assumed that the hose behaved elastically. taking on 
a sinusoidal shape, and based calculotions on a radius of curvature equal to 
(at the location of the sharpest bend in the sine wave—the apex ot the 
curve. 

In addition, ;ne heighi of protective enclosure required to allow free 
movement of the hose under the stated assumptions and adopted specifica- 
tions was calculated, t -iking into account the hose's outside diameter, d0, 
and the largest fitting diameter, d«   Values of specified deflection. 6. 
required span (distance between end fittings, as installed), s. and required 
enclosure height, h. computed under the "locking" assumption for increment,il 
deflections ranging to over 4 inches are g«ven in Tables A-1 through A«4 
various sizes of a commercially available flexible bronze hose and In Tables 
A-5 and A-6 for two types of flexible rubber hose, reinforced with helically 
wound steel wire. Similarly, values of specified deflection, required free 
length, and required enclosure height computed under the "elastic" assumption 
are given in Tables B-1 through B-4 tor the bronze hose and in Tables B 5 
and B-6 for the rubber hose. The tabulated deflection is equivalent to 6 in 
Figure 2. A value of 6 - 2 inches was used to determine the dimensions of 
the experimental test specimens. 

The design dimensions of hoses were computed differently trom the 
outputs of the two different computer programs, because of a difference in 
output format arising out of efforts to simplify computer work. The basis 
for adjusting the output is that the free length of a hose is equal 10 the sum 
of the installed span and the deflection. This length must be computed from 
data given in Tables A-1 through A-6. while it appears directly in Tables B-1 
through B-6. Ho/vever, the installed span must be computed as the difference 
between free length and deflection in Tables B-1 through B-6, while it is given 
directly in Tables A-1 through A-6. 

A comparison of the results of calculations based on the locking 
behavior assumption (Tables A-1 through A-6) with those based on elastic 
behavior (Tables B-1 through B-6) indicates a wide variation in the predictions 
of the span required to accommodate a specified deflection capability, 
especially when the deflection is a large fract^n of r.  In all cases the span 
required under the elastic assumption is larger than that required under the 
locking assumption. Whether or not the larger span is actually necessary, or 
whether the elastic or locking behavior assumption is more appropriate, 
should be read;ly evident from flexure test djta. 
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(c) Extended positions. 

Figure 2. Theoretical assumptions of flexible utility connection 
movements. 
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Test Specimens 

Flexible bronze hose specimens were procured in accordance with 
existing specifications14 1rom available commercial products. Anaconda 
bronze type S-1 hose with annular corrugations and a single braided bronze 
wi(e fabric cover, hereafter referred to as hose type AB-S1. served as raw 
material for bronze hose test specimens.  In addition, a suction-type rubber 
hose with stiff, helically wound reinforcing wire designed to prevent crushing 
and collapse was selected as a promising alternative. Rubber hose specimens 
were obtained from the Gates Rubber Company (GT). the B F. Goodi 
Industrial Products Company (BFG). The Goodyear Tire and Rubber 
Company (GY), and the United States Rubber Company (US)   The free 
length and inside diameter of the specimens tested varied as shown in Table 1. 

Hose specimjns were carefully examined by the project cngin* 
compared on the basis of stiffness (reciprocal of flexibility). Stiffness rate gs 
corrected for inside dimeter were assigned to the available hoses on the basis 
of 0 to 100 (increasing for increasing stiffness). 

Hoses were selected for static testing based on high resistance to 
distortion of crof.s section in bending, low subjective stiffness rating, early 
time of receipt af specimen, adequate length of specimen available, and 
variety of fittings furnished. Hoses of the US and AB designations were 
furnished with fittings and were tested early in the program. 

\ 

Test Equipment and Measurements 

The static tests were conducted by restraining hose specimens in 
predetermined positions of relative displacement by means of a Baldwin 
loading machine. The machine served both to maintain proper displacement 
positions and to measure total axial force on the hose specimen. 

A hose specimen was placed vertically in the machine. The top hose 
fitting was attached to a short piece of pipe which was held in the jaws of 
the machine. To measure lateral forces and moments on the hose specimen 
and to provide a means of readily changing the restrained position, the 
bottom fitting of the hose was attached to an end fixture block, a piece of 
2x G-inch (nominal size) fir wood 24 inches long. The block was supported 
on two rollers, spaced 9 indies on either side of its center, which rested on 
the platform of the loading machine, and was restrained from transverse 
movements by a restraining block clamped to the machine platform. Spec- 
imens in this test configuration appear in Figures 3 and 4. 
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Figure 4. Static testing of flexible rubber hose w.th smooth wall. 
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Table I. Oaraciiristics of Hose Specimens 

Designation Waniyi»* 

Nominal 

W-«jhl 

ru/oi 

Stiifne» 
Batrny 

(01001 

' Minimuf 

OemJ 

Radnj*. r 
On) 

T^M Conducted r 

Diameter (m.) 
Static 

Dynjwntc 
<*. do An-trout Piostu'i/od 

AB SI 

C.with 

Jyaxlcd wi'» 
fabric cownrv) 

re-sable 
lilting» 

snioVr on 

t tt.rxji 

littingi 

0 75 
100 

1.50 

200 

200 

2 0C 

1.32 
i 68 

2 23 

286 

286 

2 86 

1.05 
1 21 

2.12 

309 

309 

KB 

5 
5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

7 
8 

10 
11 

11 

11 

X 

X 

X 

A 

* 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

BFG-82A 
BFG84H 

BrG85 
BFG80P 

S 
c 
s 
S 

2.00 

210 
2.fV5 

i 28 

250 
*63 
?03 

1 ba 

1  14 

1 7 
1.4 

09 

70 

70 

75 

75 

12 
4 

12 - - - 

GT 24HW 

GT24SB 

GT 200SB 

GT43NHV 
GT 43HW 

s 
c 
c 
s 
s 

2.00 
200 

200 

2Ü0 

200 

2 50 
?>■<■■ 

263 

2 05 

2 55 

1 32 

1 15 

1 36 

160 

1.60 

50 

35 

90 

30 

30 

58* 

5.8* 

X 

- 
X 

GY FW s 2.00 2.55 1 38 40 M* - - 

US-PS 120 
USPS194 

L-S PS17S 

s 
c 
s 

200 
200 

2.00 

2*3 

250 

2.50 

1.1 

1 3 

80 

10 

60 

5R* 

5.8* _ 

X 

X - 

• S * smooth. C * 

t Rubb«^ hows dean <irl UrtltoWt for tnodevqn under conv.1» rat>on iJuc toexav-we itifln«nsof CO" MtMd 

$ Estinvitfld from UtMVMliOM of Mxvmen. 

I  L*L 
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The static tes* configuration permitted various displacement positions 
of the lower end of a specimen relative to the upper end   It i rota- 
tion of either end of the hose. In addition, it allowed measurements to be 
made of the axial and transverse forces ai.u the end moment necessary to 
hold a specimen in a given deflected position. The transverse force was 
measured with a spring scale cf 32-pound capacity (or one of 80-pound 
capacity when necessary) by moving the fixture block slightly away from 
the restraining block, as shown in Figure 4. The lonuitudinai force and 
moment were determined indirectly by comjHJting the sum and differencv. 
of the reactions at the two rollers which supported the end fixture block. 
Each upward force was measured with the same spring scale by lifting each 
end of the fixture block slightly off its supporting roller using a hook 
located 9 inches from the center. A weight correction for the end fixture 
block was required to properIv compute the axial force on the bottom of 
the hose. As a check, data from the loading machine were taker, to pro- 
vide a record of the axial force acting downward on the top end of the hose; 
these d3ta were to be compared with the bottom-end axial force data after 
a weight correction was mode for the hose. 

The internal hose pressure was read from Wallace and Tiernan 
bourdon type dial pressure gages, which were an integral part of the NCEL 
static pressuri?ation console used to apply pressure to water in the hose. 

Relative displacements used in testing were determined from 
Tables A-1 through A-6. which list deflections derived theoretically from 
hose free length   Experimental values of 6 were obtained for tin? lengths 
of available specimens by interpolation, and hoses were subjected to deflec- 
tions Statk jlly to conform to the deflected positions depicted in Figure 2. 
Valuc-> of 6 tor !he specimens tested are tabulated along with some test data 
in Table 2. 

Test Data 

As shown in Table 1. some connection hoses were selected fo» testing 
under varying internal pressures, while others were tested containing only 
atmospheric pressure. For each of the hoses tested under varying internal 
pressures, a set of measurements consisting of the transverse force on the 
end fixture block, two upward forces on 9-inch moment arms on the block, 
and the downward force on the top hose fitting was obtained ftl each of 
seven different relative displacement positions, as shown on the sample data 
sheet (Figure 5). under internal pressures of 0. 10. and 75 psig.  For the 
remainder of the available 2-inch-diameter hose specimens, the axial force 
required to maintain a longitudinal deflection of -6 from the installed position. 
termed the buckled axial resistance, was recorded   Data of hose specimen 
weights and buckled axial resistances are contained in Table 2. 
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DATA SHEET 

"Tl 
9 in 

HOSE FLEXURE TESTS 

Test no. / ('"/'.{/) 

Date //- /'U Time J3<DO 

Personnel      Z?f  MC 

O.A. 

£5 

T -K 
m»t*'!ed 

Position 
(in.) 

-73 
-23 
-v?3 
-*l 

7M 

r3«3 

+3.^6 
-2.4£ 

■+3.46 

's:   / 

tat, 
Prtss.. 

Pi 
(pv) 

S/<f/,r 
&L 'JCLTJL 

Measured fore«* 

(lb) 

Loading 
Marine Load*. 

-//a* 

-//4 
-//• £ 
-/J.r 
-/y <? 
-/3.S 
-12.£ 

ZX-r/rtf/ffA? &<fn.Ylf .y 

na'fiCCteJz ZPrrrtt 

-75 
iZi 
-7 
-7 
-7 
- 7 

n 
/2 
//£ 
13 
,'3 a 
/^ 

/ 

-/ 

5S 

Compntee Loads 

(it,) 

OT 
-/zi 
-'/* 
-2* 
-J>0 9 
•-•70 
-/^ 4L 

M*a7L»r:
4*rb) 

(ib-ft) 

«J>./7 
3-37 

5<_ 
*<^ 
^vf 

G.ct 

f?.9/i *f  >* 

r»/«^r/a/.i^^ rr^<r>f^^ fff 
-J-3 to 

Extended Length.^^_in.    Deflection. Deltj^ZZjn.    Weight //. 7Z lb. 

Figure 5. Sample static tad data «>• let 
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Table 2. SiaiK Hv. Specimen Data 

| 

Hose 
Designation 

Inside 
Diameter. 

(<n.) 

Lftngth 
f 

(ml 

Locking 
■lion 

ibitity 

Locking 
Buckled* 

Hose Ax ia 
Resistant 
at 0 ps:g 

(lb) 

Eljstic 
De'led ion 
Capability, 

(m) 

C i otic 

HoseAxia  I 
Resistance I 
at 0 psig 

m 

AB SI 

0.75 
1 

1.5 
2 
2 

28.0 
3V3 
35.8 
39b 
29.5 

2.22 
2.37 
229 
260 
1 08 

9 
14 
33 
27 
59 

1.06 
1.14 
1.14 
1.26 
0.58 

9 
13 
31 
19 
46 

GT-24HW 2 20 1.19 125 0.60 121 

GT43HW 2 
2 

32 
20 

461 
1.19 

47 
106 

1.91 
0.60 

40 
106 

GY FW *• 22 1.58 86 0.76 76 

1   USP5120 
USP5194 

2 
2 

21.9 
21.8 

1.53 
244 

80 
200 

0 75 
1.18 

44 
129 

' Buc» lt*cJ to mufflf the compressed position (26 shorter than extended length) 
shown in F .gwre 2. 

The tran^erse force. FY, as enternd on the data sheet, required no 
reduction. The longitudinal force. FB. and the restraining moment. M. were 
derived as 

F.   -   Ft (lb) 

M 075{F. + Fb)      (Ib-ft) 

where   F0 and Fb are static test reactions on the end fixture block, as shown 
in Figure 5. 

The load fttad lf"m the testing machine (positive in tension) was used as a 
check on FR   (This load was expected to differ from FK by a constant 
amount—consisting of portions of the weights of the hose, contained fluid, 
and end fixture block } 

H 
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Observations of the degree of permanent bending were made durirg 
the tests when the internal hose pressure was at atmospheric (0 psig). and 
photographs (such as shown in Figure 4) were taken to record the deflected 
shape. Slight permanent bends were observed in all sizes of type ABS1 hoso 
after longitudinal relative displacements of -6 from the installed position 
Obvious permanent bending w3i evident after displacements of -26   No 
permanent bending was observed in rubber hose specimens subjected to 
longitudinal relative displacements smaller than or equal to -26. 

Reduced test data are presented in F igures 6 through 11   F igjres 6 
and 7 are moment-deflection diagrams:  plots of the longitudinal deflection 
ratio. DJ&, against the restraining moment M. applied at the end of the 
hose. The longitudinal deflection. D„. was taken positive in tension and 
equal to zero at the fully extended length of the hose. Moments were com- 
puted from the upward force couple measured on the und fixture block. 
Figures 8 and 9 are force-deflection diagrams   plots of DE/5 against the 
restraining longitudinal force. Fx. The longitudinal forces were also calcu- 
lated from the upward force couple measured during the experiment 
Finally. Figures 10 and 11 arc plots of D„/6 against the restraining transverse 
force. Fy. Points have been plotted for the three transverse deflections. 
Dv » -6. 0. and +6. 

Discuss.on 

The combined weight of the hose (Table 1). contained fluid, and end 
fixture block affects the upward force couple This weight was highly signif 
iciint. being on the same order of magnitude .«b the force measurements 

Permanent bending affected the linearity ;md hysteresis of all plots 
The degree of permanent bending was deemed insignificant for D„ > -26. 
It is significant that tests in which the internal pressure was raised above 
ambient /.ere conducted after D. had been held at -36 to observe permanent 
bending. 

Generally, the moment-deflection »xihavior shown in F igures 6 and 7 
indicates an increasing bending sti?fneis with increasing hose size   The 
moment increased roughly in proportion to the longitudinal deflection. 
However, straight lines drawn to group tne points representing various hose 
sizes and internal pressures do not all pass through the origin   This may be 
due to both the initial bends in the hose and the weight of the hose and end 
fixture block,  lines A and B. drawn through the two hose sizes on each plot 
for t>oth zero and 10-psi internal pressures, pasi closer to the origin than do 
lines C and D. which are drawn through data points taken when the internal 
pressure was 75 psi. Thus, the internal pressure also apparently influences 
the line's failure to pass through the origin   The data for zero and 10-psi 
internal pressures are essentially the same; hence they are represented by the 
same line. 
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The longitudinal force deflection diagrams /Figures 8 CMid 9.1 

longitudinal force to be almosi constant with varying longitudinal deflection. 
Some increases in force at hiy.^.er deflections did occur for the larger hose 
tests (Figure 8); this is even more apparent at the highest internal pre 
Hen again, the data for zero and 10-psi internal pressures are essentially the 
same and are represented by the same line. 

in the plots of transverse force against longitudinal deflection 
(Figures 10 and 11) variations in transverse deflection have been shown by 
using different symbo s as data points to maintain continuity of fan 
with the prccrding figures. These plots show that transverse force increased 
with increasing longitudinal deflection, internal pressure, and hose sizv'   A 
reverse relationship is jpparent between transverse force and transverse 
deflection; that is. they are oppositely oriented with positively correlated 
magnitudes.  In all cae«;. the transverse force was very small relative to 3 
force necessary to be~a a utility line of equivalent inside diameter constructed 
of standard galvanized steel plumbing pipe (all transverse forces were less than 
6 pounds). 

The shape of the load-deflection curves (Figures 6 through 9) 
indicates an elasto plastic rather than a locking behavior in ;!>e hoses tested. 
The apparent sin jsoidal hose shape, photographed in Figure 4. sustains this 
hypothesis. The deflections at points of departure from linear load-deflection 
relationships and the deflections visually observed to cause significant perma- 
nent bend;og were in fair agreement, were lower than those predicted by the. 
locking comruter program, and were approximated fairly well by the elastic 
computer program. This, together with the sinusoidal appearance of :he 
deflected hose, points to the elastic program as best suited to determine 
design information for the flexible hose. 

The compressive forces required to maintain the computed longitudinal 
deflections for rubber hoses were much higher than for metal hoses. Also, 
straight-sided rubber hoses required more restraining force than corrugated 
rubber hoses These large resistive forces are in agreement with subjective 
observations that the rubber hoses were more difficult to manually deform 
than bronze hoses of the same size. The higher measured forces were due. in 
part, to the shorter lengths of rubber hose specimens, wrich were based on 
smaller values of r. 

As previously stated, computation of the lengths of hose used in the 
experin   nt was based on the assumption of locking behavior.  For the metal 
hoses With relatively large values of r. there is only a Small difference between 
lengths calculated by using the locking and elastic computer programs   But 
for the rubber hoses with relatively small values of r. the choice of a basic 
assumption (locking versus elastic) becomes quite important   This can be 
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seen by comparing the displacement parameters. 6L and 6E. in Tables A G 
and B-6. determined from the locking and clastic assumptions, respectively, 
for a section of hose with an installed span of 22 inches < 1 b3 inches locking 
versus 0.76 inches elastic). As can be de» ivecl from Table B-6. an extended 
free length of about 32.61 inches would be required for 5E ■= 2 inches  It is 
felt that this longer rubber hose would be sat is factory .'rom the standpoint 
of ease of handling in installation and low stresses on restraining supports 
when the hose is deflected. 

The coTugated rubber hose was s« en to assume sharp internal folds 
when bent to any appreciable degree. Such folds are felt to cause undesirable 
restriction to fluid flow. The high localized long-term stresses in the rubber 
in these folds may cause creep and prematuie age-cracking of the hose wall. 
Such possibilities should be evaluated in more detail. 

The magnitudes of load measured are not critical; the moment was 
sufficient to cause permanent bending, but the amount of bending can be 
readily controlled by limiting the deflection. The shear force wos observed 
to be very low compared to that which could cause plastic shear deformation. 
However, it is possible that these forces could become critical under dynamic 
loading. 

DYNAMIC STRENGTH OF CONNECTION HOSES 

Dynamic tests were conducted on selected specimens to determine 
the extent of the effects of inertial loading on hose performance and 
reliability. Internal forces in the hose and external loads and motions 
were monitored.  Results were compared with manufacturer-supplied data 
on hose strengths in an effort to establish a criterion for predicting dynamic 
hose performance from a manufacturer's data. 

Theory 

To enable the development of a theoretical relationship between 
inertial loading and internal forces in a hose, a load-response mechanism 
was assumed whereby inertial forces cause the hose to be loaded perpendic- 
ularly to the straight line drawn through both end fit.ings. thus causing 
tension to increase in the hose wa'l. Sucn tension would oe maximum 
•mmediatclv adjacent to the end fitting undergoing rapid displacement   At 
this point, the tension was further assumed to be uniformly distributed 
(as shown in Figure 12) on the quarter-circumference of the hose situated 
on the side opposite from the direction of inertial load (that is, on the 
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NOTES: Section A-A 

1. Thitqu*rtef<ircum!efencc assumed to ca*ry ur.ff041r.lv d.stnbuted tensile stres- 
2. Remainder of hose section assumed unstieved. 

Figure 12. Theoretical assjmplion of hose stress distribution. 

uppermost quarter-circumference adjacent to the end fitting when inertia! 
forces act downward). The remainder of the section was assumed to carry 
no load. From the dimension of the hose section and the magnitu Je of the 
tensile force, the tensile stress in this quarter-circumference of th*j hose wall 
was calculated as* 

i 

I 

> 

stiessed orca nXid-  + t) 

or 
4F 

irt(d, + t) 0) 

where   F * total tensile force in hose, lb 

d{ = inside diameter of hose. in. 

t   = thickness of hose wall. in. 

The amount of hose strength available to resist inertial forces was expressed 
in terms of equivalent internal pressure as 

P   ■   Pb   "   Pi 

where   pb  = dynamic burst pressure, psi** 

p4   = internal pressure in hose, psi 

(2) 

• Sec symbols listed on fo'dout at end of text. 
•• M3v be supplied by t»K manufacturer or determined by static test. 

*. 
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The maximum allowable hose wall stress was then 

°m.«     "     P 
/internal area 
\ stressed area 

) 

ird^/4 Pd.» 

it(d, + t)        4t(di + t) 
(31 

Equating the right members of Equations 1 and 3 yielded the following 
expression for maximum allowable tensile force: 

■   P (4) 

The tensile force in a hose is equal in magnitude to the resultant of 
the reaction components at the end fitting. This resultant was computed as 

• 

F   = 
V 

sin0 
(5) 

where   Fy  = trans» erse component of hose force, lb 

0    = angle between total tensile force and fitting axis, deg 

An upper limit to the perpendicular, or shear, force. Fy . was estimated by 
assuming a long duration of acceleration compared to the time required for 
the hose to distribute inertial forces and reach an equilibrium position. The 
idealized hose was assumed to act as an axially rigid line offering no resis- 
tance to bending, with mass uniformly distributed along the horizontal 
projection. (A more accurate assumption of mass distribution in the curved 
hose was found to add only a negligible increment to the shear force.) The 
downward velocity was assumed to vary linearly with position, from the 
fitting velocity at the moving end to zero at the fixed end. The acceleration 
required to halt this motion in a given time span likewise would vary linearly 
with position, as shown in Figure 13. The acceleration at ;»ny point on the 
hose span was written as 

a   =   A   - 
Ax 
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where   A ■ acceleration of moving end, g 

x  = distance measured from moving end toward fixed enj, in 

s   = hose span. rn. 

acceleration magniti de 

fiked end fitting moving and fitting 

Figure 13. Theoretical assumption of hose acceleration distribution. 

The force required to produce this acceleration in a mass weighing 
wdx would be 

a w dx   =   w 

(»-*) 

dx 

whire   w is the weight of the hose per unit change in x, lb/in. Distributing 
this force tu the two ends according to static moment equilibrium would 
give for the incremental force on the moving end 

dFy   =   awdx(LlJLj   -.  h^L (S . x)2dx 

Thus, the total force due to the eno acceleration A would be 

o o * ' 

or F,   =   A T 

) 
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in which ws/3 represents the effective dynamic weight of the hose.  !n terms 
of weight per unit length of hose, the force-acceleration relationship was 
expressed as 

i; 

PC (6) 

where   p        = weight per unit length of hose. Ib/m. 

£        = free length of hose in span $. in. 

p fc/3 = effective dynamic weic/it of hose, lb 

Substituting Equation 6 into Equation 5 gave the following theoretic; I upper 
limit for experimentally measured tensile force in terms of acceleration and 
hese characteristics 

A 
sino 

(*) 
(7) 

Test Specimens 

Specimens fabricated from 2-inchinside-diametcr type AB Si bronze 
hose with v.irious fitting typos and one specimen of type GT-4 3HW rubber 
hose tore '« Med to establish their dynamic behavior characte'islics. The 
specimens have been previously described to sonw extent in Table .1   Their 
characteristics specifically pertinent to dynamic behavior as required to 
evaluate parameters In Equations A, 6, and 7 are showr. in Table 3. 

Test Equipment 

The NCEL 10.000 pound rapid load machine, shown in T19 jres 14<i 
and 14b with a specimen in test position, was utilized to provide a rapidly 
displacing fixture head to which nose end fittings could be attached for 
testing. General characteristics of the motion of the loading head, as used in 
testing, include. 

1. Approximately 3 inches displacement withif, about 1/20th of a 
second 

2. Velocity exceeding 2.000 ft/<*c 

3. An initial peak acceleration of about 30 to 50 g followed by a 
peak deceleration of 100 to 200 g 
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Although these parameters are not stricily equivalent to what might be 
.nen a footing on a buried structure is displaced under nuclear 

blast loading, the peak deceleration is of appropriate magnitude. Since 
acceleration (or deceleration), which is directly related to force, is the 
motion parameter having the most direct influence on internal dynamic 
stresses in flexible ho^c walls, the planned tests were expected to reveal 
the ability of hoses to resist peak inertial loads whirh might be expected 
to occur in actual installations under nuclear blast loading. 

Test Instrumentation 

The motion o' the loading head of the rapid load machine and the 
internal forces in the 'lose wall were monitored electrically. A Bourns 
Model 108 linear potentiometer was used to monitor head displacement, 
and a Statham A5 2C 0-350 accelerometer was employed to sense accelera- 
tion.  The force in the loading ram which drove the loading head was 
monitored with a f 3urarm strain gage Wheatstone bridge as a backup and 
check on acceleration and hose force.  Hose-wall stresses were monitored 
indirectly with a specially designed four-way load cell capable of measuring 
moment, shearing force, axial force, and pressure by using four channels of 
electronics. Th.) linear potentiometer, ram instrumentation, and Sp 
load cell are vi iible In Figure 14a. and a close-up view of the load cell 

s In Figure lb. 
Each gage produced data in the form of electrical unbalance in its 

four-arm Wheatstone bridge. Power to the bridges was supplied by a 
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation (CEO system D type 2-105A 
power supply, and output signals were conditioned by type 1-113B 
amplifiers.  The conditioned data were recorded on a CEC type 5-124 
direct-writing oscillograph and CEC type 7-322 galvanometers. 

Test Data 

A sample of the data in the form of an oscHlogram appears as Figure 
16. Data such as test number, time ot day, and machine settings were noted 
by hand directly on the record. The calibration deflection at the beginning 
of each trace represents a predetermined value of the data parameter, termed 
the calibration equivalent. This value was determined during preliminary 
calibration tests. Only the peak values of the data were reduced. Tliese were 
calculated by multiplying the calibration equivalent by the ratio of 
deflection to calibration deflection. Peak value data so obtained, toyeil. r 
with notes of any unusual occurrences during testing, are shown in Table 4 
for |he entiro series of dynamic tests. The displacement i* positive downward, 
while the acceleration is positive upward   A positive ram load (tension) exerts 
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an upward force on th« aiding end fixture head. AM axial forces and si 
are positive in tension. The Shear force on the hose is | OSJttve upward, and 
the angle of action cf the tensile resultünt force is positive upward from the 
horizontal fitting axis. 

* 

(a) Showing loading ram, sliding end fixture block, and instrumentation. 

(b) Showing fixed end support frame. 

Figure 14. NCEL 10.000 lb rapid load machine with specimen in \r& position. 
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Table 3. Dynamic Test Specimens Characteristics 

Hose 
Designation 

Fittings 

Free 
Length. 

ß 
tin.) 

Weight-Per-Unil-Lenqth 
Effective 

Dynamic 
Weight, 

p£/3 
(ib) 

Burst 
Pressure, 

Pb' 
(psi) 

Maximum 
Inside 

Diameter. 

(in.) 

Allowable 
Tensile 

Force. 
PfMX 

ird,2              + 

IF" (Pb~p,) 

(lb) 

Hose, 

Ph 
(lb/in.) 

Water. 

Pw 
lib/in.) 

Total 

P ■ 

Ph   ♦ Pw 
(lb/in ) 

AB-S1 

A3-S1 

AB-S1 

GT-43HW 

reusable 

solder-on 

we Id-on 

shank 

39.5 

29.5 

29.5 

320 

0.258 

0 258 

0.258 

0.133 

0.144 

0.144 

0.144 

0.114 

0.402 

0.402 

0.402 

0.2-17 

5.29 

3.95 

395 

263 

650 

1.200 

800 

625* 

26 

2.6 

2.6 

2.0 

765 

1.497 

965 

432 

• Taken from manufacturer's ratings. 

T Pj taken as 75 psi. 

* Taken as five times the manufacturer's rated working pressure. 
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Figurs 15. Type A8 SI hose with disassembled reusable-type 
end fitting and spec.al load cell. 

To obtair the magnitude and direction of the peak tensile force 
acting on the hose section immediately adjacent to the instrument' 
fitting, it was necessary to linearly combine the strain data from the four 
strain gages of 'he special load cell attached to that fitting. The cceffi 
for this linear jomhination v.» nined theoretically by UStttJ 
dimensions cf the load cell, fitting« *md hose, and the modulus of elasticity 
of the load cell material (steel). ijility coefficients for strains in 
the cell walls in terms of imposed forces were arranged in a matrix, which 
was inverted to give stiffness coefficients for the external forces (axial force, 
moment, cind shear force) »n terms of measured strains   These forces acting 
on the load tell were then combined to give the horizontal and vertical 
forces acting on the hose at the end of the hose fitting   Then, the magnitude 
and direction of the resultant t» nsik Mrcc in the hose were computed   Appli- 
cation of this transformation to the strain gage data of Table 4 resulted in 
the computed hose forces, which are also shown in Table 4. 

Discussion 

The peak transverse force measured durina each dynamic test, as 
givun in Table 4. has been plotted versus peak accelerator, in Figure 17. 
Data so erratic as to lie off of the plot l.{.vc been omitted. The data show a 
definite dependence on höbe type and length. Also, the straight lines 
representing Equation 6 have been plotted on Figure 17 for comparison 
with experimental data.  Inspection reveals that the theoretical values (upper 
limits) of Fy have, in fact, exceeded essentially all of the experimental data. 
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The few data points not bounded by the limit lines can be attributed to tha 
l3rge observed experimental error. The theoretical upper limit lines are 
apparently valid, subject to modification by an appropriate factor of safety, 
for use in obtaining the design shatr force. 

The meacA)rements of axial force on the fitting, Fx, taken during the 
experiment were erratic, preventing meaningful comparison between the 
resultant force F and the allowable force FmM (shown in Table 3). However, 
a definite trend is apparent whereby F„ is highly correlated with the span-to- 
length ratio. This trend will be discussed later. 

DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN CRITERIA 

The major di°   *pancy between actual accelerations in blast-loaded 
field installations and the decelerations imposed \n this test series lies in the 
longer duration of actual field accelerations.  For a given peak magnitude of 
acceleration, the impulse imparted to a spec men is proportionate to duration 
The strain in a dynamic system is. in turn, proportionate to impulse. Thus, a 
specimen would be more likely to fail under a longer duration of acceleration. 
Hence, failure of a hose specimen in these tests is felt to be a very pos. 
indication that failure would occur in field installations experiencing equal 
peak accelerations, whereas success during laboratory tests, although believed 
a good indication, does not necessarily prove the durability of a hose in the 
field.  For this reason, hose reliability must be certified by theoretical consid- 
erations based on experimental evidence until tests incorporating loading 
more nearly eouivalent to field loading are completed. A high-explosive field 
test of connections attached to a prototype buried structure would allow 
such loading. Another alternative is the attachment of connections to a 
footing supported on soil and loaded by a nuclear-blast-type dynamic force. 
Such tests are beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, the semiempirical 
dynamic strength specifications developed oelow constitute a good working 
basis for the design of elastic hose flexible connections intended for field 
installations subject to any type of nue'ear blast loading which produces 
peak accelerations up to "DO g. The static flexibility specifications developed 
below are felt to be valid for any elastic hose installed in accordance with the 
basic developmental assumptions. 
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Effect of Geometry on Inertia! Loading 

The axial inertia! fitting force. FÄ. I es exhibited a good correlation 
with the span-to-length ratio of the hose. As this ratio ar proaches 1, the 
angle of fo^ce resultant, 0. approacf.es ze.o, causing both Fx and F tc increase 
indefinitely. To circumvent such a da> , field installations, 
the hose should be installed so as to prevent <> from getting close to zero 
under any anticipated movement. The minimum allowable angle was 
arbitrarily chosen as 

0  >   30 degrees (8) 

This is equivalent to restricting the maximum horizontal force to 

Fv 
FK   <   --—   •   1.732 Fv " tan ö v 

and equivalently restricting the maximum resultant tensile force to 

Fm.*   =   2Fy (9) 

The resultant force angle at the fitting. 0, may be restricted to valu 
than .79 d installing the hose so that the sum ot the span and the 
maximum i xtensiona! aeflcction (equal to f>) is less than or equal to a maxi- 
mum allowable span, which is defined by 

V s   +   6 (10) 

To calculate C. the idealized hose was further assumed to take on a parabolic 
shape. Sines the idealized hose cannot sustain moments, the hose angle and 
the resultant force angle at the fitting are identical. The length of the purabol». 
£, was then related to the slope at any pomt. 0'. by 

Integrating 

•/ 
df 

E'/2 

\1   ♦  tan?e'dx 

8 |f tan0 J 
(11) 
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Substituting 0' s 0 ■ 30 degrees givv> 

e * i.05c 

or I1   =   0.95 k (12) 

When the right-hand members of Equations 10 and 12 are equated the 
relationship between free length and installed span becomes 

s  =   0.95C   -   6 (13) 

This relationship effectively limits the maximum tensile force according to 
Equation 9. 

Flexibility Criteria 

To enable designers to utilize the elastic flexibility design method of 
Appendix B. a set of data with r = 1 inch, d, = 0. and dG = 0 was processed 
by a version of the elastic computer program to give an outpu» which 
includes an account of Equation 13. is normalized on the bas>s of r, and 
takes no account of fitting diameter or hose outside diameter in computing 
the basic enclosure height, h*. This Output is converted to a.iy real hose bv 
multiplying by r and adding 'he effects of df. d0. and Eqi-ation 13. This is 
summarized in the following transformation: 

6   =   (6/r)r 

(14) 
Z   «   (C/r)r 

s   -   095C   -   6 

h   =   (h7r)r   *    [(d, + d0)/2) 

The normalized parameters 6/r. £/r. and h'/r appear :n Table 5. 

Dynamic Strength Criteria 

The required dynamic strength of a hose of a given weight and length 
installed in accordance with the static elastic flexibility design specifications 
may be determined from the expected field acceleration. When Equ«n;ons 2. 
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4. 6. and 9 are combined, the dynamic burst pressure required with 3 factor 
of safey of 10 may be calculated as 

Ph P,   + 
32   /pt\ 

(15) 

A safety factor somewhat greatei than 1.0 should be applied as determined 
by engineering judgment. 

TABLE 5.  DKSIGN DIMENSIONS NORMALIZED 
ON THE MINIMUM ALLOWABLE BEND RADIUS 
—FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC 
HOSE LENGTH AND ENCLOSURE HEIGHT 
NEEDED FOR \ SPECIFIED DEFLECTION 
CAPABILITY 

!*D. • 0.0C IN.t O.D. a 0.00 IN.» 
FTG. D. * 'J.00 IN.» BEND RAD. «  1.0 IN. 

DEFLECTION  LENGTH  ENCLOSURE HEIGHT 

bit C/r 

39 

h7r 

0,000 0.000 0.000 
,006 3.239 .488 
.023 3.565 .612 
.045 3.913 .756 
.072 4.285 .925 
.106 4.685 1.122 
• 148 5.110 1.353 
• 200 5.588 1.621 
• 263 6.103 1.934 
.340 6.671 2.301 
• 433 7.2Q9 2.732 
• 547 8.000 3.239 
.685 8.788 3.838 
• 854 9.681 4.550 

1.062 10.702 5.401 
1.317 11.877 6.424 
1.635 13.247 7.666 
2.030 14.859 9.183 
2.52* 16.781 11.059 
3.164 19.100 13.403 
3.984 21.948 16.376 
5.056 25.500 20.203 
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The burst pressure requ'red under the dynamic strength design 
method is ü dynamic pressure in that dynamic hose stresses are applied for 
e Jiort time only (usually not more than 1 second). The manufacturer's 
re, (1 bi.T:.t presvjre is generally somewhat lower than a dynamic burs! 
sure because «t is static and moy include the effects of hose distress due to 
creep. 1 h  discrepancy may be especially high for hoses made of rubbu or 
other noncrystalline matena's. For this reason, a design based on the manu- 
facturer's ratings may be overlv conservative. Increased economy in design 
may be real-zed by pressure-testing hoses being considered for use for dynam- 
ically flexible utility connections in such a way that the pressure is maintained 
for a short duration, perhaps about a second. A system of electrically timed 
solenoid valves, together with a pressure reservoir, could accomplish such 
testing al small expense. 

It should be mentioned here that me type of reusable fittings 
attached to the bronze hose (shown in Figure 15) are particularly susceptible 
to the mechanism of failure observed in the experiment—that is, the oblique 
face of the conical compression fbnge is oriented roughly parallel (45 degrees) 
to the direction of tensile force F. Thus,   i.e fitting-hose juncture is maintained 
by friction alone, with no angular restrictions such as are imposed when the 
hose is stressed under pressure 81 ;;n angle 0 = 0. Such a fitting miyh: be 
expected to fail at a lower load than thai predicted from the burst pressure, 
and should therefore be designed with a higher factor o» safety 

Example of Design Problem 

Tne results of this study as embodied in Equations 14 and 15. T;<ble 5. 
and Figure 18 have been applied to a typical hose as an example   The deflec- 
tion mechanism as specified by Equation 14 and Appendix B is shown in 
Figure 18. The following are avai!?b!e design data: 

p, = 75 psi (water) 6 = 2.0 inch d, ■ 3 0 inch 

A =   100 g d, = 2 0 inch d0 = 2 6 inch 

Various strengths of hose with r ■ 6.0 inches and p -  1 GO lb/ft are available. 
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(c) Extended positions. 

Figure 18.  Recommended assumptions of movements for design of 
flexible utility connections. 
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Flexibility design is begun by normalizing the displacement parameter 
on the basis of the minimum bending radius 

M ■ •» 
From Table 5, Vr ■ 6.62 and h'/r = 2.27. Substituting into Equation 14 

8   ■   6.62(6.0)   -   39.7 inches 

s   ■   0.95(30.7)   -   2.0   =   35.7 inches 

h   =   2.27(6.0)   +   1/2(3.0 + 2.6)   =   16.4 inches 

Dynamic strength design is based on the hose weight. The total 
weight per unit length of hose. p. is equal to the dry weight plus the weight 
of contained fluid. The weight of contained water is 

=   62.4 
lb 

ftJ 

TT(12) 

144 
ft2 =    1.36 lb/ft 

The total weight per unit length is 

p   =   (1.36+  1.60) lb/ft   =   2.96 lb/ft   =   0.247 lb/in. 

Substituting into Equation 15 

Pu 75   + 
22 

x(2.0)2 

0.247(39.7) 
100   =   908 psi 

RELATED WORK 

Prototype flexible utility connections were included in the Operation 
PRAIRIE FLAT high-explosive field test in the summer of 1968 to corrob- 
orate the semiempirical criteria developed in this study and to evaluate 
connection behavior in the field in order to assess what modifications in 
design criteria, if any. are appropriate. Specimens for the field te. 
chosen based on results of the present study. Findings of the field test w 'i 
be reported after detailed data reduction and analysis have been completed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. The assumption of elastic hose behavior was found to be more appro; 
then tno assumption of locking hose behavior.  Flexible metal hose aesigned 
by u ling the minimum allowable bend radius and the assumption of elastic 
hose behavior should serve satisfactorily under static deflections (Figure 18). 
as also should smooth-walled rubber hose designed in the same way. The 
required free length of hose, the hose span, and the enclosure height can be 
determined by usiny the flexibility criteria of Equation 14 and Tab 

2. The dynamic strength of hose must be adequate to withstand nertial 
forces arising from rapid deflection. A semiempirical relationship be: 
required hose strength and acceleration magnitude was developed to incor- 
porate the effects of hose weight and length. The resulting required hose 
strength in terms of dynamic burst pressure may be computed from 
Equation 15. 

3. The flexibility and d/namic strength criteria developed in Ibis Study are 
suitable for incorporation in a standard design manual, and are felt to be 
valid for nuclear blast loading that produces peak acceleration«, within the 
range achieved during the reported experiment (up to 200 g). 

UTiTii   S+ 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Work should be undertaken to update and augment the existing m, 
NAVDOCKS P-81. "Personnel Shelters and Protective Construction ' 
September 1961. by adding an appendix on flexible connections of ..•;: 
Results of this study and of the field tests mentioned above should be 
includ- II as pertinent information on air ducts and other types of 
connections 

2. A summary should be compiled of means to predict the magnitude of 
"specified deflection capability" (equal to the relative displacement be; 
a buried structure and the surrounding soil) for various structural configure 
tions. soils, and loadings. 
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Appendix A 

DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM:    LOCKING 
HOSE DESIGN FOR A FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION 

The required span. s. and protective enclosure height, h. sho 
Figure 2. ere computed os functions of the specified connection deflection 
capability. &. Th?se computations are based on the ttsumptiöi M hose 
exhibits locking tehavior. Such a hose bends under an applied iMOHlfflt, but 
upon reaching the curvature defined bv the manufacturer's specified minimum 
allowable bend radius, r, it locks at trial curvature and will bend r*o farther 
until a much larger applied moment causes some kind of failtne   The moment- 
curvature diagram for such a hose is shown in Figure A-1.  In compression, 
such a hose buckles into a shape like that shown in Figure A-2—a scies of 
circular arcs connected end-to-end. 

The bi ckled sha,)e is assumed 
to span a distance 26 shoe ter than the 
straight extended shape. The four 
parameters Ö. s. h. and r are related 
according ta the above assumptions by 

\4TJ    4r (A-1) 

and the larger of 

Ukiu 

^y—curwiujr« •   \h 

Cunraiur» 

h   =   2r 1 - cos M F igure A-1. Moment-curvature diagram 
for locking no*e. 

*    + 
di + dQ 

(A-2) 

or 3Ä   +   d (A-3) 

(Equation A-3 yields a larger value of h than Equation A-2 for large values of 
Vr; however. Equation A-2 is applicable to all values tabulated in this report.) 
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Figure A-2. Duelled shape of locking hose. 

The computer program wilten in f-'ORTRAN II to compute and 
tabulate design dimensions en the above basis appears in Figure A-3. Aiso. 
at the bottom of this figure are listed the numbers on the input data cards 
which resulted in the output shown in Tables A-1 through A-6. The numbers 
on the data cards are. respectively, the hose's inside and outs.de diameters, 
the largest fitting diameter, and the minimum bend radius. Output consists 
of tabulated values of specified deflection capability. 6, installed span. s. and 
enclosure height, h. The free length of a hose is equal to 6 ♦ s. 

< ntiiPir until» eoMUfcno« "ic<tp.G»« nest U 
ft   «'»D    l.'M."" .Of.» 

*UNCM   !| 
II   rrU»Al,H~til UflLf   LfltlTr   COIMCCriM   ••lOCMHG«»   H05C   SP*H   »HO» 

MA-M    1* 
;?  »^»..-A:i*«.^s<lr«u«f  HUCMT  Nftof   rr# *  «iPicirjrn orf \ fCTiniJM«i c» 

IMttltVVI 

I) rc<jf*i ifthi. o. »r*.?.w* )•... c.n.  • »%.?.n«  in., »tc. o.  .r5.?,i?M 
1     |N.,    MN1    »»0.    •r*.].»M     IN./» 

M   1* 
1« rrp«#Ti'«.Mr.fr. »rt ins       SPAN      r«tcsu«f Mfu-n 

l«,  rr>*««i« <I4HI IN»»,«»«   t M««4».r IM/1 
DO i   I.,.*« 
0.1-1 
(••0».l 
0.•/*/*. 
• •0. 
■ «.1 

» s.iisri«.r>» 
ins-», t-,».».«, 

5   ft.A.I 
GO   TO   1 

* |riS-»«0«.'COOlH.6.T 

■••••a 
GO  TO   * 

7.>.•«>.:•' 
|Mf-»»?.J.10 

IC   *•/ 
J   »U1CM    ,.P.».Y 
1  ro*x*Ti.ri   .JI 

tri«»nr  SWITCH ?»•,« 
• Cftll   *K|» 

r*r« 
.T» 1.17 7.l*«> 
1. ».*»* ?.*?1 
I.» 2.7» ♦.»*? 
7. ?.•'% «.If* 
7. 2.1 i.17 
7. ?.*• 1.7? 

f . 
I". 
11. 

Figure A-3.   Lockin? computer program. 
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TABLE   4-1.     DESIGN  DIMENSIONS—BRONZE   LIMITED  8F*DING  MOSE—3/*   IN. 

FLEXIBLE   UTILITY   CONNECTION   "LOCKING*'   MOSE   SPAN   AND 
ENCLOSURE   HEIGHT   f'.?£DFÜ   FOR   ft   SFF.C'MFO   REFLECTION   CAPABILITY 
I.D.   •      .75   IN,.   CD.   •   1.32   IN.,   fir*,   0.   «  2.15   IN..   BEND  RAD.   »     7.0   I*. 

DEFLCCTION SPAN        ENCLOSURE   hElf.MT 
JIM urn ( INI 

0.00 0.00 2.15 
• 10 9.71 2.79 
.20 12.IP 3.48 
.?o 13.89 4.09 
.40 15.23 4.66 
.50 16.35 5.19 
.60 17.32 5.71 
.7* IB.16 6.20 
•ao 18.96 6.68 
»•H 19.66 7.14 

I.DO 20.31 7.60 
LSC 20.Ql 8.04 
1.20 21.*8 8.46 
1.50 22.00 8.91 
l.AO 22.50 9.33 
1.50 22.97 9.75 
1.60 23.42 10.lt 
L?C 23.84 10.57 
1.80 ?4.25 10. 97 
UM 24.64 11.37 
2.00 25.01 11.76 
2.10 25.37 12.15 
?.?r- 25.71 12.53 
2.3? 26.04 12.92 
2.40 26.36 13.29 
2.*o 26.67 13.67 
2.tO 26.«7 14.C4 
2.70 27.26 14.41 
2.80 27.54 14.76 
2.90 27.81 15.15 
3.00 28.07 15.51 
3.10 28.33 15.67 
3.20 28.58 16.23 
3.30 28.82 16.56 
3.A0 20.06 16.9* 
3.50 29.29 17.29 
3.60 29.51 17.64 
3.70 29.73 17.98 
3.80 29.95 18.33 
3.90 30.16 16.68 
4.00 30.36 19.02 
4.10 30.56 19.35 
4.20 30.75 10.70 
4.30 30.94 20.04 
4.40 31.13 20.37 
4.50 31.31 20.71 

. 
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TABLE   A-2.     OESIGN  DIM£NSIONS--BPON2E   LIMITED  BFNDING  HOSE--1    !».. 

FLEMBLE   UTILITY   CONNECTION    ••LOCKING"   MOSE   SPAN   AND 
ENCLOSURE   HEIGHT   NEEDED   TOR   A   SPECIFIED   DCFLECTION   CAPABtLMV 
I.D.   •   1.00   IN.«   O.D.   *    1.57   IN..   FTG.   0.   ■   2.62   IN..   BEND  PAD.   •     6.0   IN. 

DEFLECTION SPAN        ENCLOSUPE   HEIGHT 
(IN) (IN) 1 INI 

0.00 0.00 2.62 
.10 10.63 3.19 
• 20 13.33 3.91 
.30 15.20 4.54 
.«•* 16.68 5.12 
.50 17.01 5.67 
.60 IB.08 t   20 
.70 10.93 6.71 
.BO 20.78 7.20 
.90 21.56 7.68 

1.00 22.28 8.15 
1.10 22.o* 8.60 
1.20 23.56 0.05 
l.?0 24.15 9.*9 
1.40 24.70 9.93 
1.50 25.22 10.36 
1.60 25.72 10.78 
1.70 26.19 11.20 
i.eo 26.64 11.61 
I.«0 27.07 12.02 
2.00 27.411 12.42 
2.10 27.88 12.82 
2.20 28./7 13.22 
2.30 28.64 13.61 
2.40 2«.«9 14.00 
2.50 2<.?4 14.38 
?.** 2».67 14.77 
2.70 : o.oo 15.13 
2.(0 SXAl 15.52 
2.on 30.61 15.00 
3.00 30.91 16.27 
3.10 31.19 16.64 
3.20 31.4T 17.01 
3.*0 31.75 17.37 
3.40 32.01 17.73 
3.50 32.27 18.00 
3.60 37.5? 18.43 
3.70 32.77 18.81 
3.80 33.01 19.17 
3.90 33.24 19.52 
«.CO 33.47 19.87 
«..10 33.70 20.22 
«.20 33.92 20.57 
4.30 34.13 20.92 
4.*0 34.*5 21.26 
4.*0 34.55 21.60 
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TABLE   A-3.      DESIGN  OlMCNSIONS—PftONZE   LIMITED  BENDING H05O-1    1/2 IN. 

FLEHBlE   UTILITY  CONNECTION   ••LOCKING«»   HOSE   SPAN   Af.D 
ENCLOSURE   HEIGHT   NEEDED   TOP   A   SPEOF'CD  DfELfCUON   CAPABILITY 
I.D.   >   1.50   IN.»   O.D.   •   2.23   IN.»   FIG.   f>.   •   3.5*   IM.,   DEND   RAD.   - 10.f    IM. 

DEFLECTION SPAN        ENCLOSURE   HEIGHT 
(INI (INI < !N1 

0.00 0.00 3.S6 
.10 12.3S 4.OS 
.20 IS.SO 4,n 
.30 17.68 S.48 
.40 19.41 6.09 
.SO 20.0S 6.67 
.60 22.10 7.23 
.TO 23.22 7.76 
.60 26.22 0.26 
.90 2S.13 8.76 

S.00 25.98 ?.27 
1.10 26.76 9.7S 
1.20 27.SO lO.?2 
1.30 28.19 10.69 
1.40 26.84 11.14 
l.SO 29.46 11. S9 
1.60 30.04 12.03 
l.TO 30.60 12.-7 
1.00 31.14 12.90 
l.*0 31.'.5 15.33 
7.C0 32.IS 13.7S 
2.10 
2.?0 

37.6? 14.17 
33.08 14.58 

2.30 33.S2 14.99 
2.40 33.94 IS.40 
7.50 34.^6 IS. 80 
2.60 34.76 16.70 
*.*• 3S.14 16.60 
2.80 3*.5? 16.99 
2.40 39.66 17.38 
3.00 36.24 17.77 
3.10 36.59 18.16 
3.20 36.«2 16.54 
3.30 37. ?S 18.«2 
3.43 37.ST 19.30 
3.SO 37.86 19.66 
3.60 36.19 20.03 
3.70 30.49 20.*2 
3.SO 36.76 20.79 
3.90 39,06 21.16 
4.00 39.?4 21.53 
4.10 39.62 21.69 
4.20 39.88 22.26 
4.30 40.IS 22.6? 
4,40 40.40 27.96 
4.SO 40.6* 23.34 

, 
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TABLE   A-4.     DESIGN  DIMENSIONS — BBONZE   Ll^lTfO  BfNDINÖ  MOSE — 2    IN. 

riCXIBlf   UTIUTV   CONNfCTION   ••tOCfflkG»*   HOSE   SPAN   AK"" 
ENClOSSJßf   MCtGHT   f.lfC'CD   FOR   *   SP*C|F1FD   DCK^ffTION   C**6ftttTV 
1.0.   ■   2.^0   IN.,   CO.   •   2.85   IN«,   FTG.   D.   •   4.!8   IN.,   BEND  «AO.   *   11.0   IN. 

DEFLECTION 
urn 

0.00 
.10 
• 20 
."JO 
.40 
.so 
• 60 
.TO 
• 90 
.90 

1.00 

1.10 
1.20 
1.30 
l.*G 
I.so 
1.60 
1.70 
1.80 
1.90 
2.00 
2.10 
2.20 
2.10 
;.«.? 
2.50 
2.60 
2.70 
2.eo 
2.90 
3.00 
3.10 
3.20 
3.30 
3.40 
3.SO 
3.60 
3.70 
3.80 
3.90 
4.00 
4.10 
4.20 
4.30 
4.40 
4.S0 

SPAN   ENCLOSUPf MfJGMT 
UNI i mi 

0.00      4.16 
13.16 4.71 
16.S3 5.49 
18.86 6.17 
20.70 6.C0 
22.2S      7.3» 
23.58 7.9J 
24.77      8.SO 
25.65 9.03 
26.63 9.54 
27.73 10.04 
28.47 10.'3 
29.36 II.n 
30.10 11.49 
30.90 11.95 
31.47 12.41 
32.10 12.«6 
32.70 13.M 
33.27 13.7S 
33.63 14.18 
34.36 14.61 
34.67 15.04 
35.36 15.46 
35.8» 15.88 
31.10 16.29 
31.7* 16.70 
37.17 17.11 
37.59 17.51 
37.99 17.92 
38.39 18.31 
38.77 18.71 
39.15 19.10 
39.51 19.49 
39.66 19.88 
40.21 20.27 
40.55 2«.65 
40.88 21.03 
41.20 21.41 
41.52 21.79 
41.93 22.17 
42.13 22.34 
42.4? 22.91 
42.71 23.28 
43.00 23.65 
43.28 24.02 
43.53 24.38 
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TABLE   A-3.      CF.SIGN  OJM£NS IONS—COPPUGATCO   «UfBCH   LIMfT?D-Ff*>1 NO   MOS?--?    IN. 

rimmr UTILITY ccNNfcuoN  • •ircuKG"  nosf sr^n *>.o 
tNCLOSUPf   Mfl&HT   NETDCD   FOP   A   S*>fCirifO   OCTLfCTION   CAPABILITY 
I.O.   •   2.30   lN.t   O.D.   •   ?.30   1*..   ?TG.   0.   •   3.1?   IN.«   BfNO  ««0. A.?   IN. 

OFfLfCTION SPAN       TNCLOSURf   MCIGMT 

UM C1NI UNI 

0.00 0.00 3.1? 
.10 6."* 3.7? 

6.69 A.3A 

." «».8« A. 89 

.*0 10.83 3.39 

.3^ 11.61 3.87 

:Yo 1?.?8 6.33 
12.88 6.76 

.80 13.Al 7.21 

.90 13.90 7.63 
1.00 M.3A 6.0* 
1.10 14..7^ 8.** 
i«to IB.11 8.8* 

».»0 
13.*» 9.22 
13.6? 9.61 

1.30 16.14 9.99 

!:S 16.A3 10.36 
16.T: 10.73 

1.80 16.9* 11.09 
1.00 IT..* 11*49 
?.oo IT.*9 11.81 
?.K IT. 72 12.16 
?.?0 17.93 12.31 
?.30 l'j.16 1?.66 
2.*0 .8.37 13.20 
1*90 18. 37 13.3» 

18.77 13.88 
?.T0 18.93 14.22 
?.«0 19.13 14.33 
»*<H 19.30 14.83 
3.00 19.AT 13.21 
3.10 19.6* 13.S* 
3.20 1*.79 13.67 
3.30 19.93 16.19 
3.1.0 20.09 U.31 
3.30 20.2* 16.63 
3.60 ?n.36 1 7 . \ «V 
3.TO 2C.M 17.47 
3.80 20. •>•> 17.78 
3.*0 20.77 16.10 
».00 20.90 16.41 
A,10 ?1.02 18.72 
A.20 ?1.1A 19,03 
4.30 ?1.?6 19,33 
A.AO 21.37 19.64 
A.30 21."6 19.93 

• 
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TABLE  A-6.     DESIGN DIMENSIONS—SMOOTM  RU3DIR   Ll*l TED-CENDING  H05r~ 2   IN. 

FLEXIOLE   UTILITY CONKfCTION   «»LOCKING»«   MOSE   SPA«   «TO 
ENCLOSURE   MflCMl   NEEDED   FOR   A   SPECIFIED  DEFLECTION  CAPAMLITY 
I.D.   •   2*00   IN.«   0.0.   •   2.58   IN.»   FTO.   0.   •   3.22   IN..   SEND  RAP.   •     5.8   !*. 

7 

DEFLECTION SPAN        ENCLOSURE  ME 
UN) UNI (INI 

o.on 0.00 9.22 
• 10 0.56 9.69 
.20 10.75 4.56 
• so 12.22 5.15 
•o 19.40 5.69 
.*>0 14.3« 6.20 
.60 15.29 6.69 
• TO 15.97 7.17 
• 80 16.65 7.65 
.«0 17.26 6.07 

1.00 17.62 6.51 
1.10 16.35 8.94 
1.20 18.69 9.36 
1,30 19.29 9.77 
1.40 19.72 10.16 
1.50 20.12 10.56 
1.60 20.51 10.96 
1.70 20.86 11.37 
1.60 21.22 11.76 
1.90 21.56 12.14 
2.00 21.68 12.52 
2.13 2?. IB 12.69 
2.20 22.48 13.26 
2.30 22.76 13.63 
2.40 29.09 14.OC 
2.SO 23.30 14.36 
2.60 23.55 14.72 
2.TO 23.60 15.08 
2.60 24.0« 15.43 
2.90 24.27 15.78 
9.00 24.49 16.13 
9.10 24.71 16.4R 
9.20 24.92 14.62 
9.90 25.13 17.17 
9.«0 25.32 17.51 
9.50 25.52 17,85 
3.60 25.71 16.19 
9.70 25.89 16.52 
9.60 26.07 16.66 
9.90 26.25 19.19 
6.00 2C.42 19.52 
6.10 26.59 19.65 
4.20 24.TS 20.18 
6.90 26.91 20.50 
6.60 27.0w 20.89 
6.50 27.22 21.15 

• - 
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Appendix B 

DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM:    ELASTIC HOSE 
DESIGN FOR A FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION 

The required free length, C, and protective enclosure height! «'•. 
in Figure 2. are computed as (unctions of ^hc specified connection deffc 
capab.lity. 6, and the manufacturer's specified minimum allowable tend 
radius, r. These computations are based on the assumption that the hose 
exhibits elastic behavior in buckling, assuming an approximately sinus* 
shape. The greatest curvature in the hoto   at the apex of the sine vave -is 
lim.ted by r. Any hose with an elastic (rtraigni-line) mcment-curva.ure dia 
gram is expected to buckle into this approximately sinusoidal shape and thus 
to be reasonably well represented by this assumption. 

The buckled shape is assumed to span a distance 26 shorter than the 
straight extended shape. The four parameters. 6. t, h. and r arf* related 
according to the above assumptions by 

?ir/b v 

J \ b2r* 
cos2ux dx 

e   - 7JL 
b 

(B1) 

<B-2J 

(B-3) 

and the larger of 

or 

2 «it + cJ0 
h   «   —   +   26   +    r—£ 

rb? 2 

h  -   36   +   d, 

(B-4) 

<B5) 

- 

. 
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where   C = extended length 

H0 ■ span of buckled hose 

d, ■ largest fitting diameter 

d0 «= outside hose diameter 

b ■ additional parameter used for convenience 

(Equation B 5 yields a larger value of h than Equation B-4 for large values of 

ftfej 
A computer program was written in FORTRAN II to comoute values 

design dimensions on tne above basis. The integral in Equation B-1 was 
reduced to elliptic form for computations. Values from a table of elliptic 
integrals v.ere read into t le computer program as data. The computer pro- 
gram appears in Figure P-l. followed first by the elliptic integral da!<; 
then by the input data which resulted in the output shown in Tables B-1 
through 8-0. Tlie numbers on the d3ta card are. respectively, the hose's 
inside and outside diai inters, the tergest fitting diameter, and the minimum 
bend radius   Output consists of tacu'ated values of specified deflection 
capability. 6. free length. C. and enclosure height, h. Tl»e installed span. •*. 
of the hose may be computed as $ - 6. 

The original computer program was revised to account for a reduced 
maximum allowable span defined by 

s  +   6 0.95 C 

A run was made with r = TO and d, ■ df ■ d0 * 0 to give output dat3 

normalized on u.e basis of v «.nri independent of fitting diameter and hose 

diameter. The revised program and input data appear in Figur«; BZ Resulting 

computer output is given in Table 5. 
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FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION CLASTIC MOSE DESIGN 
DIMENSION EI46» 
READ i.E 

1 rOft.VAT (8^10.31 
8 Re AD l.Ol.DE.DF.P. 

PUNCH )1 
11 rORMATlSlHfLrxlBLE UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC HC5E LENTSM AND) 

F'JNCN )2 
12 F0RMMI49MENCL0SURE HFIGHT NFEDED FOR A SPECIFIED DE» L 't T J012HN TA 

11**611 IT" I 
PUNCH n.D» .DE.DF.P 

13 FORMATMHI.D. =F5.2,12H IN., O.D. -F5.2.15H IN.. FIG. D. »F5.2.17M 
1 IN.. BEND «JAD. «F5.1.<.H IN./J 
PUNCH 14 

14 FCTi4T(?6H0EFLfCT|0N  LENGTH  ENCLOSURE HFICHT) 
PUNCH r 

15 FOPMATC :.rc-l(lN»6X4HnN»9X4H(|N|/) 
DO 2 I«i,4* 
X»!-l 
C-SINFCX«.034906586) 
B«(S0R1FI1.-C»CU/JC«RI 
RB«R*B*B 
A«EllJ 'S0RTF»1.4P««B)«<../BB 
P.A».?-3.i«.15927/B 
Y»DF«.5»0E«.5+P«2.*2./RG 
?-3.«P*DF 
\rtZ-YJ2.2.10 

10 Y.2 
2 PUNCH l.P.A.V 

PU>CH 7 
7 FC*MAT<//J 

IFiSENSE SWITCH 3)5,6 
s P/JSE 
6 1FCSENSE   SWITCH   *)8,9 
<? *LL   FXIT 

;ND 
l.STOi 1.5703 1.S689 1.5665 1.5632 1.5589 1.5537 1.5476 
1.V05 1.5326 1.S238 1.5141 U9091 1.40?4 1.4803 1.4675 
1.4539 1.4397 1.4248 |«4092 1.3931 1.3*65 1.3594 1.3418 
1.3238 1.3055 1.2870 1.2681 1.2492 1.2301 1.2111 1.1920 
1.1732 U1S49 1.1362 1.);B4 1.10]1 l.n844 1.0686 1.05 38 
1.0401 1.0278 1.0172 1.0066 1.0026 1.0000 
.75 1.32 2.156 7. 
:. 1.575 2.625 «. 
US t.2* 3.562 10. 
2. 2.ess 4.188 11. 
.'. 2.5 3.12 4.25 
2« 2.58 3.22 S.8 

Figure B-1.  Elastic computer program 
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FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC HOSE DESIGN 
DIMENSION Ef46) 
REAO 1,E 

1 FORHAT(flF10.3) 
6 READ l.DItDE.DF.R 

PUKCM 11 
11 FORKAT<51HFLEXIBLc UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC HOSE LENT6H AND» 

PUNCH 12 
12 FORMATI49HENCL0SURE HEIGHT NEEDED FOR * SPECIFIED 0EFLCCTI012HN CA 
1PAB1MTY) 
PUNCH 1?,DI .OF.OF.f» 

13 F0KMAT<6Ht.D. -F5.2.12H IN.» O.D. -F5.2.15H IN.« FTG, D. «F5.2.17H 
1 IN.. DrND RAD, »F5.1.4H |N./) 
PUNCH 1* 

14 FORMAT (36HDFFLECT ION  LENGTH  ENCLOSU*F HFISHT) 
PUNCH 15 

15 FORMATC3X4H||N)6X4H<IN>9X4HCIN|/| 
DO 2 l«1.45 
X«I-\ 
C»S|NF«X».0349065e6l 
B-ISORTrn.-C«Cl»/IC»RI 

RB*R«R*B 
A-F(f >«S0RTF(1.*R»RB»»4./RB 
p.A«.475-3.1*15<>27/B 
Y-OF*.5»CE<».5*P»2.*2./RB 
Z«3.«P*DF 
IFI2-Y)2,2,10 

10 Y-2 
2 PUNCH l.P.A.Y 

PUNCH 7 
7 FORMAT(//l 

IFISEKSE SWITO' 315.6 

• 

5 PAUSE 
6 IFCSENSE SWITCH 218.9 
9 CALL EXIT 

END 
1.570? 1.5703 1.5689 1.5665 1.5632 1.5589 1.5537 1.5476 
1.5405 1.5326 1.5238 1.51*1 1.5037 1.492«» l.*B03 1„*»67*, 

1.4539 l.*397 1.*2<.8 1.4092 1.3«»31 1.3765 1,3594 1.3416 
1.3238 1.3055 1.2870 1,2061 1.2492 1.2301 1.2111 1.1920 
1.1.32 1.1545 1.1362 1.1184 1.1011 1.C844 1.0666 1,0536 
1.0401 1.0278 1.0172 1.0066 

1. 
1.0026 1.0C00 

Figure B-2.  Revised elastic computer program. 
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TABLE B-l.  DESIGN DIMEhSlONS—ERONZE ELASTIC HOSE—3/* IN. 

FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC HOSE LENGTH AND 
ENCLOSURE HEIGHT NEEDED FOR A SPECIFIED DEFLECTION CAPABILITY 
I.D. •  .75 IN.» O.D. - 1.32 IN.. FTG. D. ■ 2.15 IN.. BEND RAD. •  7.0 IN« 

DEFLECTION  LENGTH  ENCLOSURE HEIGHT 
(INI       IINI (IN) 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

• 01 
.02 
.05 
.06 
.12 
.18 
.25 
.35 
.46 
.61 
.78 

1.00 
1.25 
1.56 
1.93 
2.37 
2.91 
3.54 
A.31 
3.23 
6.33 
7.67 
9.31 

11.30 
13.76 

0.00 
1.33* 
3.07 
4.63 
6.21 
7.61 
9.45 

11.13 
12.86 
14.66 
16.32 
18.47 
20.51 
22.67 
24.96 
27.39 
29.99 
32.79 
35.82 
59.12 
4?.72 
46.69 
51.09 
56.00 
61.52 
67.77 
74.91 
83.1«» 
92.73 

2.1V 
2.15 
2.16 
2.17 
2.20 
2.24 
2.47 
2.77 
3.14 
3.58 
4.11 
4.72 
5.45 
6.29 
7.27 
8.40 
9,71 

11.23 
13.00 
13.04 
17.41 
20.18 
23.41 
27.21 
31.68 
36.97 
43.29 
30.86 
60.03 

■ 

» 

TABLE B-2.  DESIGN DIMENSIONS—BRONZE ELASTIC HOSE —1 IN. 

FLE.IBlE UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC HOSE LENGTH AN', 
ENCLOSURE HEIGHT NEEDED FOP A SPECIFIED DEFLECTION CAPAOILI'V 
I.D. • 1.00 IN.. 0.0. » 1.57 IN.. FTG. D. • 2.12   IN., BEND RAD. -  CO IN. 

DEFLECTION LENGTH  ENCLOfUfcE HEIGHT 
(IN) (IN) tIN) 

0.00 0.00 2.62 
o.nc 1.75 2.62 
0.00 3.51 2.63 
0.00 5,29 2.04 
.01 7.09 2.67 
.03 8.93 2.72 
.05 10.80 2.94 
.09 12.72 3.26 
.1» 14.70 3.70 
.21 16.75 4.21 
.29 16.88 4.61 
.40 21.11 5.51 
.53 23.45 6.34 
.6«» 25.91 7.30 
• 69 26.52 8.42 

1.14 31.30 9.71 
1.43 34.2« 11.21 
1.78 37.46 12.95 
2.21 40.94 14.97 
2.71 44.70 17.30 
3.32 46.83 20.01 
4,05 53.36 23.18 
4,92 58.39 ?6.67 
»•97 64.00 31.21 
7.24 70.31 36.32 
8.77 77.45 42.37 

10. ©4 65.62 49,5« 
12.91 95.02 56.24 

\ 
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TABLE B-3.  DESIGN DIMENSIONS — BR0?«?E FLAST1C HOSE- n IN. 

FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC HOSE LENGTH ANO 
ENCLOSURE HEIGHT NCEDED FOR A SPECIFIED DtVLECTlON CAPABILITY 
I.D. • 1.50 IN.. O.D. ■ ?.?3 IN.« FTG. D. ■ 3.56 IN.» BEND RAD. • 10.0 IN. 

DEFLECTION LENGTH  ENCLOSURC HEIGHT 
UNI (INI (INI 

0.00 0.00 3.56 
0.00 2.19 3.56 
0.00 A.39 3.57 
0.00 6.62 3.58 

• 0? 8.87 3.62 
.0* 11.16 3.69 
.07 13.50 3.94 
.12 15.90 4.38 
.1« 16.38 4.90 
.26 20.94 5.53 
.36 23.60 6.28 
.50 26.39 7.16 
• 66 79.3* 8,19 
.8? 32.39 9.40 

1.12 35.65 10,79 
1.41 39413 11*42 
1.79 42.83 1-.29 
2.23 A6.85 1 J.46 
2.76 51.18 18.98 
3.39 55.80 tl* 90 
A.15 61.03 25.29 
3.06 66.71 29.24 
6.16 72.99 33.86 
7.4.7 80.00 39.28 
9.05 67.88 -5.67 
10.96 96.81 33.23 
13.30 107.02 62.26 

r. 

TABLE 8-4.  DESIGN DIMENSIONS—BRONZE ELASTIC HOSE—2 IN. 

FLEXIBLE UTILITY lONNFCUON ELASTIC HOSE LENGTH AND 
ENCLOSURE HEIGHT NEEDED FOR A SPECIFIED DEFLFCTION CAPABILITY 
I.D. • 2.00 IN.. O.C. - 2.85 IN.. FTG. D. ■ 4.18 IN.. REND RAD. 

DEFLECTION  LENGTH  ENCLOSURE HEIGHT 
(INI       UNI (INI 

- 11.0 IN. 

0.00 0.00 4.18 
0.00 ?.4l 4.18 
0.00 4.83 4.1«» 
.01 7.28 4.21 
.0« 9.76 4.26 
.04 12.28 4.32 
.08 14.85 4.68 
.13 17.49 3.15 
.20 20.21 5.7? 
.29 23,03 6.42 
.40 23.96 7.24 
.53 29.03 8.21 
.73 32.24 9.35 
.96 33.63 10.67 

1.23 39.22 12.21 
1.57 43.04 13.99 
1.97 47. n 16.06 
2.46 51.53 18.45 
3.G4 36.30 21.21 
3.73 61.47 24.42 
4.57 67.14 2S.15 
5.57 73.38 32.50 
6.77 80.29 37.59 
8.21 68.00 43.55 
9.95 96.67 50.57 
12.06 106.49 58.89 

• 
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DESIGN DIMENSIONS— CORRUGATED RUBBER ELASTIC HOSE—2 IN. 
TABLE B-5. 

FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION ELASTIC HOSE LENGTH AMD 
ENCLOSURE HEIGHT NEEDED FOR A SPECIFIED DEFLECTION CAPABILITY 
I.D. ■ 2.00 IN.. O.D. ■ 2.50 IN., <"TG. 0. > 3.12 IN.. BtNP RAD. 

DEFLECTION  LENGTH  ENCLOSURE HEIGHT 
(IN|      (INI (IN) 

4.2 IN. 

0.00 0.00 3.12 
0.00 «93 3.12 
o.oc 2.86 3.12 
0.00 2.81 3.13 
0.00 3.77 3.14 

.01 4.74 3.17 

.03 5,73 3.23 
• OS 6.76 3.44 
.07 7.81 3.66 
• 11 8 c 9ft 3.93 
• IS '0.0-, 4,25 
.21 1!.21 4.62 
• 28 12. 45 5.06 
.37 13.76 5.57 
.4? 15.15 6.16 
• 60 16.63 6.85 
.76 18.21 7.65 
.95 19.91 C.57 

1.17 21.7* 9.64 
1.44 23.75 10.38 
1.76 25.9* 12.32 
2.IS 28.35 14,00 
2.61 31.02 15.97 
3.17 34.00 18.27 
3.84 37.35 20.98 
4.66 41.1« 24.20 
5.65 45.40 28.04 
6.86 so.*« 32.63 
8.35 ?6,30 36.20 

10.20 63.15 44.99 
12.S3 71.32 53.37 
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TABLE B-6.  DESIGN DIMENSIONS—SMOOTH RUBBER ELASTIC HOSE —2 IN. 

FLEXIBLE UTILITY CONNECTION CLASTIC HOSE LENGTH AND 
ENCLOSURE HEIGHT NEEDED FOR A SPECIFIED DEFLECTION CAPABILITY 
I.D. - 2.00 IN.« O.D. « 2.58 IN.. FTG. 0.   • 3.22 IN.» BEND RAD. 5.d iN. 

DEFLECTION LENGTH     ENCLOSURE  1 
(INI UNI (IN) 

0.00 0.00 3.22 
0.00 1.27 3.22 
0.00 2.55 3.22 
0.00 3.84» 3.23 

.01 5.16 3.25 

.02 6.*7 3.31 

.0* 7.83 3.51 

.06 9.22 3.76 

.10 10.66 4.06 
»11 12.1* ♦ .43 
.21 15.69 4.86 
.2? 15.30 5.37 

:,'; 
17.00 5.97 
10.78 6.67 

.65 20.68 7.48 

.82 22.69 8.42 
1.0* 2*.85 9.51 
1.29 27.17 10.77 
1.60 29.68 12.23 
!••? 32. 41 13.92 
2.61 35.40 15.89 
2.93 38.69 18.16 
3.57 42.33 20.86 
4.33 &6.40 24.00 
5.25 50.97 27.71 
6.36 56.15 32.09 
7.71 62.07 37.33 
9.36 68.89 43.60 

11.40 76.83 5i.;o 
13.93 66.18 60.47 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

u 

d, 

r«. rb 

Transverse acceleration i.1 moving end 
fitt.ng (g) 

Transverse acceleration at point x on the 
hose (g) 

Theoretical parameter used for convenience 

Longitudinal component of hose displacement 
at mo/ing end fitting, positive for extension 
of hose I LI 

Transverse component of ho* displacement 
at moving end fitting, positiv.- toward con- 

cave sic ? of curved hose (L) 

Diameter of largest oart of end fitting (L) 

Inside diameter of hrse (L) 

Outside diameter of hose (D 

Force on hose at moving enö fitting (F) 

Static MSI reel lions on end fixture block 
a: shown in I" igure 5 (F) 

Longitudinal component of force or. hose 

at moving end fit!Tig. positive in tension (F) 

Transverse component of force on hose at 

moving end f ittuvj. positive toward concave 

side of curved hose (F) 

Required height (diameter) of protective 
ccugatcd metal tube enclosure (L) 

F»asic enclosure height (excludes effects of 

f'OScand httin.j diameters) (L) 

Rapid load machine ram load (F) 

•Kjth of hose (L) 

Maximum allowable span (L) 

^ Span of buckled hose (L) 

M Restraining moment on hose at fitting (FL) 

p Amount of hose pressure strength available 

to resist forces (F/L2) 

Pi Internal hydrostatic pressure (F/L2) 

Pl, Dynamic bursiing or »ssure (F/L2) 

r Martjfar.i rer's speci ied minimum allowabte 
bend rerDm (L) 

s Install«*! span of ho* between fittings (L) 

t efff cti./e thiikness ;.f hose wall (L) 

w Wsight of hose p. r unit chanr/: in x (F/L) 

x Position coordinate of point on hose, 
measured from movK .rd hxed 
end(L) 

6 Displacement perimeter   specified deflection 
capability fü 

6E Displacemerit parameter computed by 

assuming elastic hose behavior (L) 

6L Displacement parameter OOmpUl 
assuming locking hose behavior (L) 

p Combined weight per unit length of hose 

arJ in named fluid (F/L) 

ph W*:jht pvr unit length of empty hose (F/L) 

pw Weight per unit length of water in hose (F/L) 

o Tensik- stress in hose wall (F/L2) 

0 Angle between direction of action of hose 
fevee F and fitting axis 

f Slope of hose at any point along its length 
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